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Abstract  

Online preconcentration techniques in capillary electrophoresis (CE) improving 

sensitivity of electrophoretic separations and are in the scope of interest of many 

research groups. Therefore, proposal of new techniques for preconcentration and their 

theoretical description is desirable for their wider application. In this thesis, new 

preconcentration techniques are proposed and models of ionic strength effects in 

separation systems of CE and hydrophilic liquid interaction chromatography (HILIC) 

are presented and new set of pI markers for isoelectric focusing (IEF) was showed with 

their utilization for characterization of IEF pH gradient. 

Part of this thesis is keen on proposal of new preconcentration techniques and 

their theoretical description. We presented two preconcentration techniques, while first 

is based on sweeping with neutral complexing agent, the second one utilizes pH 

boundaries that are induced by disturbing phenomena of system zones. Both techniques 

are described theoretically by means of numerical simulations and by experiments. Both 

techniques are even utilized for real drug sample or for mixture of similar analytes. For 

system peak preconcentration technique, flow chart of how to design such method is 

presented.   

Second part of this thesis have rather more fundamental subject and that is ionic 

effects in separation systems of CE and HILIC mode of HPLC. In CE, topic of ionic 

effects is focused on ionic strength corrections in determination of dissociation 

constants and limiting mobilities. We presented new software AnglerFish, that 

implements theory of ionic strength for easy utilizable and precise correction of these 

parameters on zero ionic strength of solutions, while also having other advantages 

compared to standard approaches. For HILIC separation system, we showed how 

retention of various amino acids, dipeptides and their N-blocked analogues changed 

with type and concentration of present cation in the buffer for two different stationary 

phases. Surprisingly, increasing concentration of some buffer cations decrease retention 

of analytes, due to the competition on stationary phases.  

Finally, we predicted, found and characterized set of 14 pI markers for IEF. pKa 

values and limiting mobilities of these markers were determined experimentally. These 



 
 

markers were utilized for characterization of IEF pH gradient by simulations and 

experiments. 

 

  



 
 

Abstrakt  

Online prekoncentrační techniky v kapilární elektroforéze (CE) zvyšují citlivost 

detekce elektroforetických separací a jsou tak předmětem zájmu mnohých výzkumných 

skupin. Z tohoto důvodu je návrh nových prekoncentračních technik a jejich teoretický 

popis žádoucí pro jejich širší využití. Jedním z faktorů ovlivňujících separační 

podmínky je iontová síla separačních systémů. V rámci této disertační práce byly 

navrženy nové prekoncentrační techniky a popsány efekty iontové síly v separačních 

systémech CE a hydrofilní kapalinové interakční chromatografie (HILIC). Současně zde 

bylo představeno a popsáno 14 nových pI markerů pro isoelektrickou fokusaci (IEF). 

První část této disertační práce se zabývá návrhem nových prekoncentračních 

technik a jejich teoretickým popisem. Jsou zde prezentovány dvě prekoncentrační 

techniky. První z nich je založena na mechanismu sweepingu pomocí neutrálního 

komplexačního činidla, zatímco druhá využívá pH rozhraní, která jsou vytvořena 

systémovými zónami. Obě techniky jsou popsány jak teoreticky pomocí numerických 

simulací, tak experimentálně. Tyto techniky byly také aplikovány pro prekoncentraci 

účinné látky v komerčně dostupném léčivu a pro směs strukturně podobných analytů. 

Pro metodu využívající prekoncentraci pomocí systémových zón byl vytvořen diagram 

umožňující snadnou optimalizaci této techniky.  

Druhá část této práce je věnována základnímu fyzikálně chemickému popisu 

separačních systémů – iontovým efektům v separačních systémech CE a HILIC módu 

HPLC. V rámci CE byl popis iontových efektů zaměřen na korekce na iontovou sílu při 

stanovení disociačních konstant a limitních elektroforetických mobilit. Pro správnost a 

usnadnění těchto korekcí byl vytvořen program AnglerFish, který implementuje teorie 

vlivu iontové síly na aktivitní koeficienty a elektroforetické mobility. Tímto přístupem 

byla získána přesněji korigovaná data stanovovaných parametrů. Současně tento přístup 

nabízí další výhody v porovnání s již dříve známými postupy pro korekce daných 

parametrů. Při popisu iontových efektů v separačním módu HILIC byla sledována 

retence různých aminokyselin, dipeptidů a jejich N-blokovaných variant v závislosti na 

struktuře a koncentraci různých kationtů obsažených v pufru pro dvě stacionární fáze. 

Ve většině případů zvyšující se koncentrace kationtů způsobovala zvýšení nebo nulovou 

změnu retence. V ostatních případech však zvýšení koncentrace kationtu mělo za 

následek snížení retence analytu v důsledku kompetice na stacionární fázi. 



 
 

V poslední části této práce zabývající se IEF bylo navrženo a popsáno 14 pI 

markerů. Experimentálně byly stanoveny jejich pohyblivosti a disociační 

konstanty, které byly následně zkorigovány na limitní pohyblivosti a termodynamické 

disociační konstanty. Navržené markery byly použity pro charakterizaci pH gradientu 

v IEF. Experimentálně získaný tvar pH gradientu vykazoval dobrou shodu s tvarem 

získaným numerickými simulacemi.   
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1. Introduction   

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) and high-performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) are well established and highly efficient separation techniques. Both of 

mentioned methods are widely used for routine analysis of chemical and biological 

samples and have stable spot among other analytical methods. Their general separation 

mechanisms are already well known, however some phenomena influencing them are 

not yet fully understood and described. For example, concentration of charged species 

and their structure present in the background electrolyte (BGE) or in the mobile phase 

has an impact on electromigration in CE and on retention in HPLC. 

There are several HPLC modes, where pH and ionic strength of aqueous part of 

mobile phase play crucial role as they influence substantially the strength of adsorption 

of analyte onto stationary phase or even modify retention mechanism. Ion-exchange 

chromatography (IEC) utilizes gradient of ionic strength or pH (or both) for separation 

of charged analytes interacting electrostatically with oppositely charged stationary 

phase. Hydrophilic liquid interaction chromatography (HILIC) employs additional 

separation mechanism – partitioning of analyte between organic part of mobile phase 

and water layer (aqueous part of mobile phase) partially immobilized on the polar 

stationary phase. This partitioning is naturally strongly affected by presence and 

concentrations of charged species in mobile phase utilized. The impact of ionic strength 

and pH of mobile phase on HILIC results are difficult to predict as the whole retention 

mechanism is such complicated. Characterization of HILIC stationary phases together 

with various mobile phases used is ongoing topic nowadays.  

Considering CE, electromigration is influenced by ionic strength via the 

dependency of all the activity coefficients (that further propagates into dissociation 

constants) and electrophoretic mobilities on ionic strength. Where additional equilibria 

(complexation, partitioning with micelles etc.) are taking place, ionic strength 

influences their equilibria constants thru the activity coefficients as well. The main 

advantage of CE prior HPLC is that, it is well mathematically described and there are 

prediction and simulation software that enables various electromigration phenomena 

investigation and result prediction in silico. Obviously, the software needs to work with 

reliable input parameters (all equilibria constants and electrophoretic mobilities 

mentioned above) and the way how they are changing with ionic strength must be 
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known and well described. Once the effect of ionic strength is known, we can predict 

reliably electromigration velocities of analytes in various electrophoretic systems or on 

the other hand, we can utilize CE as a method for determination of correct, 

thermodynamic equilibrium constants or limiting electrophoretic mobilities. 

While CE separation process can be predicted and investigated by simulation 

software, it suffers from lower detection sensitivity compared to HPLC due to its 

shorter optical path of detection window. However, this issue can be compensated by 

online preconcentration techniques in CE, to increase concentrations of measured 

analytes and thus increase sensitivity of detection. The importance of improving lower 

detection sensitivity of CE by online preconcentration techniques makes these 

techniques an ongoing issue in the field of CE method development. 

 

1.1.  Ionic effects in capillary electrophoresis 

CE serves most often as a powerful separation technique, but can also be utilized 

for determination of physicochemical parameters such as acid-base dissociation 

constants[1, 2], limiting electrophoretic mobilities (μ∞i) [1, 2] or complex stability 

constants [3, 4]. Methods for determination of above mentioned constants by CE are 

already well established and have been described in numerous publications [5-7]. The 

constants obtained are measured at certain ionic strength and have to be recalculated to 

zero ionic strength to get correct thermodynamic parameters. Thermodynamic 

equilibrium (dissociation, stability…) constant is defined as: 𝐾 =  ∏ 𝑎𝑖𝑣𝑖                                                                (1)𝑖  
where 𝑎𝑖 is activity of i-th compound in the equilibrium to power of stoichiometric 

coefficient. Thermodynamic activity of i-th ion can be calculated as: 

  𝑎𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖,rel𝛾𝑖                                                                 (2) 
 ci,rel is relative concentration of i-th ion (where ci,rel = ci/c0, c0 = 1 mol·dm-3) and γi is 

its activity coefficient. Combining equations (1) and (2) equilibrium constant can be 

calculated as 
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          𝐾 =  ∏ 𝑐𝑖,rel𝑣𝑖 ·  ∏ 𝛾𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑖                                                          (3)𝑖  

where the first product is often called apparent equilibrium constant K'. This constant is 

often determined by experimental measurements however, to obtain true 

thermodynamic equilibrium constant, apparent equilibrium constant needs to be 

corrected on zero ionic strength of the surrounding solution.  

The ionic strength I is a quantity that includes concentration of all charged 

species in the solution (counting H3O+ and OH-) and thus assessing intensity of 

coulombic interactions in the solution. The ionic strength is defined as: 

𝐼 =  12 ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑧𝑖2𝑛
𝑖=1                                                                   (4) 

where ci and zi are the concentration and the charge number of the i-th ionic species, n is 

the number of the ionic constituents.  

To demonstrate the impact of ionic strength on physicochemical parameters we 

calculated the dependences of consecutive pK'a constants and electrophoretic mobilities 

of citric acid univalent and trivalent anion on ionic strength by means of PeakMaster 5.3 

software [8, 9].  
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Figure 1. Calculated dependences of pK'a constants (A) and ionic electrophoretic mobilities (B) for citric 

acid as univalent and trivalent ion on ionic strength of the solution. Black squares are values for univalent 

anion of citric acid and red circles values stand for trivalent anion of citric aci. 
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 Figure 1A shows shifts of pK'a constants of citric anions in two different charge 

states. For citric acid in 1- charge state the shift of pK'a is around 0.1 unit of pK'a with 

increase of ionic strength from 1 to 100 mM and for 3- state the shift is even more 

significant, being up to 0.5 unit. Figure 1B depicts the same shift of ionic 

electrophoretic mobilities on ionic strength of surrounding solution. This dependency is 

showing shift for 1- citric acid of 7 mobility units (mobility unit is defined as 

m.u. = 10-9 m2V-1s-1) and for citric acid 3- shift of 37 m.u. for the increase of ionic 

strength from 1 mM to 100 mM. Both dependences demonstrate necessity of proper 

ionic strength corrections that must be made for obtaining correct values of measured 

parameters. 

To obtain thermodynamic equilibrium (dissociation or complex stability) 

constants or limiting electrophoretic mobilities, apparent equilibrium constants and 

ionic mobilities needs to be measured at constant ionic strength and then corrected by 

some of the theoretical model to zero ionic strength [10-13]. 

The theory of activity coefficients was first proposed by Debye and Hückel [14, 15]. 

log 𝛾𝑖 = − 𝐴𝑧𝑖2√𝐼1 + 𝐵𝑎√𝐼 + 0.1𝑧𝑖2𝐼                                    (5) 

Equation (5) is modified version of extended Debye-Hückel law with linear term, where 

zi is charge number of i-th ion. 𝐴 and 𝐵 are constants describing surrounding solvent 

and 𝑎 describes effective radius of the ion. However, Debye-Hückel was derived with 

assumption of spherical point charges and low concentration of other ions. This 

equation should be applicable up to I = 100 mM. 

Based on the Debye-Hückel theory, Onsager-Fuoss theory was derived, 

describing influence of ionic strength on molar conductivities and thus on 

electrophoretic mobilities [16]. This theory is rather more complex than the Debye-

Hückel theory, which solves static influence of ionic atmosphere on the ion. The theory 

by Onsager and Fuoss considers two phenomena connected with the electromigration of 

the ionic constituents – the electrophoretic and relaxation effects. It even considers so 

called “mixture effect” that is propagated not only thru ionic strength of solution itself, 

but by mobility ratios of all the compounds present in the solution. The Onsager- Fuoss 

relationship adopted for ionic mobilities can be expressed as: 
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 𝜇𝑗 = 𝜇𝑗∞ − (𝐵1𝑧𝑗𝜇𝑗∞ ∑ 𝐶𝑛𝑅𝑗(𝑛) + 𝐵2|𝑧𝑗|5𝑛=0 ) √Γ1+𝐵𝑎√Γ2                                         (6) 

𝐵1 = 𝑒312𝜋 √ 𝑁𝐴𝑣(𝜀𝑘𝑇)3 ,   𝐵2 = 𝑒26𝜋𝜂 √𝑁𝐴𝑣𝜀𝑘𝑇 ,   Γ = ∑ Γ𝑖𝑠𝑖=1 ,    Γ𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖𝑧𝑖2 

where 𝜇𝑗∞and zj are the limiting ionic mobility and charge number of the j-th ionic 

species, respectively, ci is the concentration of the i-th ionic species, e is the elementary 

charge, NAv is the Avogadro constant, ε and η is the permittivity and dynamic viscosity 

of solvent, respectively, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, s is 

the overall number of all ionic species in the solution. Cn are the coefficients of the 

series 

( ) 1nfor  
2
2 and  22

2
1 2

1

n0 




−=−= nCC                                  (7) 

Column vectors R(n) are defined by means of the recursion formula 𝑅𝑗(𝑛) = ∑ (2𝐇 − 𝐈)𝑗𝜎𝑅𝜎(𝑛−1)𝑠𝜎=1    𝑅𝑗(0) = 𝑧𝑗 − ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝜇𝑖𝑠𝑖=1∑ | 𝑧𝑖𝜇𝑖∞|𝜇𝑖𝑠𝑖=1 | 𝑧𝑗𝜇𝑗∞|                         (8) 

where 𝜇𝑖 = 𝛤𝑖𝛤   and I is the unit matrix. H is the matrix with the elements hji 
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i
i

i ji

i
ijijih 
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+
=                                                           (9) 

where ji is Kronecker delta ( )
( ) ij
ijji

== 0

1  and ω are the limiting molar conductivities.  

The limitations of this model are the same as for Debye-Hückel theory, small 

symmetrical point charge and ionic strength maximum of 100 mM. This theory was 

later expanded by Murphy et al.[17] for asymmetric binary electrolytes. Another 

extension of the Onsager-Fuoss theory was done by Pitts who introduced the concept of 

finite ion diameter instead of treating the ions as dimensionless point charges [18]. 

Šlampová et al.[19, 20] showed approach to correct both limiting mobilities and pKas to 

zero ionic strength. Nonetheless, their approach was limited to single charged weak 

electrolytes with requirement of measuring all data at constant ionic strength. For the 

ionic strength corrections, simplified version of both theories were utilized. Various 

modifications and specializations of the basic Onsager-Fuoss theory are widely used to 

calculate properties of non-ideal electrolytes [21]. However, due to the complexity of 
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this theory and CE systems, proper corrections of limiting mobilities is rather 

complicated task. Utilizing proper corrections of mobilities by Onsager-Fuoss theory 

would require specialized software tool for nonlinear fitting as each measurement is 

performed in different BGE. 

 

1.2.  Ionic effects in hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography 

The same theory of electrolytes (Debye-Hückel) would be applicable for 

aqueous solutions in hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC), but in such 

systems it is less significant compared to other effects (for neutral analytes it is even 

more negligible). This is due to the utilization of other types of solvents next to the 

aqueous buffers in HILIC mode, mostly acetonitrile, where this theory would have to be 

significantly modified. It should be kept in mind that pKa values are defined for 

aqueous solutions conditions, however, in organic media, they may shift considerably to 

different values [22]. Also, ionic strength of aqueous phase itself is one of the 

parameters that have significant impact on HILIC retention mechanism, especially due 

to its complexity.  

HILIC is one of the separation modes of liquid chromatography, composed of 

hydrophilic stationary phase, while mobile phase consists of less polar constituent with 

addition of water as a strong eluent. Mechanism of HILIC separation was proposed by 

Alpert [23], in which polar groups attached to stationary phase attract water molecules 

from mobile phase, forming an aqueous diffusion layer over the surface. Thus, a polar 

analyte in the mobile phase undergoes partitioning between the semi-immobilized 

aqueous layer and the mobile phase with lower content of water. The more polar 

analytes have higher affinity towards water layer near the stationary phase than the less 

polar mobile phase. This preference leads to increased interaction of the analyte with 

aqueous layer, thus increased retention of analyte [24]. However, in HILIC not only 

partitioning, but also adsorption mechanism is significantly depending on the separation 

system (i.e. stationary and mobile phase) and more types of interaction (hydrogen 

bonding, Van der Waals interaction) contribute to overall retention mechanism [25-27]. 

Even ionic interactions can be compelling, when stationary phases and analytes have 

permanent charge present [28, 29].  
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Due to its complexity retention mechanism in HILIC has not been fully 

described yet. However various studies have been published to clarify some of its parts. 

Hemström et al.[30, 31] showed that retention of saccharides on amino modified silica 

stationary phase decreased with increasing water content in the mobile phase. While 

increasing content of water in the mobile phase, mobile phase surrounding stationary 

phase becomes like the retained aqueous phase. Thus, partitioning of analyte between 

those phases becomes less significant. This also implies that retention is directly 

proportional to the polarity of the solute and inversely proportional to the polarity of 

mobile phase. 

Composition of mobile phase is important for retention mechanism in HILIC 

and magnitude of some interaction can be influenced by pH, ionic strength and 

composition of used buffer. pH of buffers is utilized in HILIC to influence stabilization 

of charge of stationary phase as well as of the analytes and can enhance or even 

suppress some types of interactions, depending on the system [32]. As expected, the 

retention of neutral compounds is much less affected by pH change. Nevertheless, in the 

work of McCalley et al. it was shown that for different types of stationary phases 

(unmodified silica, zwitterionic and amide) changes in the ionization of bonded groups 

of underlying silanols can affect the thickness of the water layer on the column surface 

and thus solute retention [33]. McCalley et al. also investigated the effect of increasing 

ammonium formate concentration at pH 3 on the retention of various compounds. While 

the retention of strongly basic analytes decreased, for the acidic analytes the effect was 

the opposite, suggesting suppression of ionic interaction of underlying negatively 

charged silanol groups. West and Auroux [34] performed similar retention mechanism 

study for 76 probe analytes on zwitterionic columns, applying linear solvation energy 

model to quantify significance of each type of interactions for zwitterionic stationary 

phases. Only a few works focus on the effect of type of buffer cation and its 

concentration on retention mechanism in HILIC [25, 35]. Douša et al. studied retention 

of amino acids on different stationary phases using two buffers varying in cation type 

and concentration. It was shown that retention of amino acids increases with 

concentration of potassium formate/citrate and not changing with concentration of 

triethylammonium buffer. Nevertheless, the effect of the concentration of a greater 

variety of salts, buffers and additives on analyte retention and possible connections with 
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changes produced in the water layer is a complex task and would be to some extend 

specific for each stationary phase and type of analytes and thus it requires further study. 

 

1.3. Online preconcentration and focusing techniques in capillary    

electrophoresis 

One of the limitations of every analytical method is sensitivity of its detection, 

which leads to effort to increase the concentration of target analytes in sample prior to 

analysis or prior detection itself. Besides so-called offline preconcentration techniques 

like solid phase extraction, liquid-liquid extraction etc. performed as a sample 

pretreatment step prior analysis, online preconcentration taking place during separation 

process helps overcome this issue, especially in CE.  

Online preconcentration techniques need proper experimental design. General 

mechanism of online preconcentration and focusing techniques in CE is to change 

migration velocity of targeted analytes and make their injected zone thinner, thus more 

concentrated. These online preconcentration techniques are often utilized as part of 

electrophoretic analysis in practice and thus, they are still under development and 

investigation. Recent progress in the field of online preconcentration techniques is 

summarized by Breadmore et al.[36-42] in the series of periodic reviews.  

Online preconcentration and focusing techniques in CE can be divided into 

several groups based on their mechanism. Stacking mechanism is based on change 

electrophoretic velocity of analyte due to the change of conductivity of BGE (in most 

cases due by the dilution of BGE itself). pH junction techniques have pH boundaries 

introduced into capillary, that alters ionization state of analytes. Sweeping methods 

utilizes pseudostationary phases that affect migration velocities of analytes based on 

their affinity to them. Another one of the techniques utilizes membranes for analytes 

preconcentration. Isoelectric focusing (IEF) method utilizes hundreds of ampholytes to 

form stable smooth pH gradient after switching the voltage on. After that, weak analytes 

are focused at pH where their effective electrophoretic mobilities are zero. In practice, 

the combination of techniques is often used to achieve the highest preconcentration 

potential possible.  
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1.3.1. Sweeping preconcentration techniques 

As was mentioned above, sweeping is online preconcentration technique based 

on interaction of analyte with pseudostationary phase present in the BGE, similar to 

electrokinetic chromatography (EKC). Sweeping was first introduced by Quirino and 

Terabe [43, 44] with sodium dodecyl sulfate as a pseudostationary phase. Most 

frequently used pseudostationary phases for sweeping are charged micelles [45, 46], but 

other complex forming agents such as borates [47], EDTA [48] or charged 

cyclodextrins (CDs) [49, 50] were also utilized. Other complexing agents besides 

micelles, such as cyclodextrins, are mostly utilized as additional chiral selector [51, 52] 

or to enhance sweeping potential of micelles [53, 54]. Neutral pseudostationary phases 

such as neutral cyclodextrins are utilized quite rarely [55, 56]. 

General mechanism of sweeping utilizes different migration velocity of analytes 

(those with affinity to pseudostationary phase) between BGE with and without 

pseudostationary phase. Mechanism of sweeping is depicted in Figure 2, modified from 

paper of Quirino and Terabe [43]. In the first step, model analytes A1 and A2 bearing the 

same charge are injected in the capillary with length of their injection zone linj and the 

capillary is filled with BGE without micelles. Micelles are present in the BGE in the 

inlet vial. When turning on the voltage in step 2, charged micelles start to migrate into 

the capillary. The analyte A1, which have affinity to micelles, is swept in front of the 

micelle zone, due to change of its electroforetic mobility in presence of micelles. The 

analyte A2 zone is affected in lower extend than the analyte A1, due to its lower affinity 

to micelles. This results in A2 zone being swept only partially. Micelles then migrate 

further into capillary (steps 3 and 4), sweeping A1 in its forehead thus preconcentrating 

it, leaving A2 and separating both analytes. 
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Figure 2. Evolution of analyte zones in EKC under sweeping conditions. Upper part of picture shows 

capillary setup after analyte injection.(1) Injection of sample into capillary without micelles (MIC) 

present (BGE with micelles is present in both vials).(2) Micelles from the inlet vial penetrating analyte 

zones and sweeping analyte A1 due to its affinity, slightly affecting A2.(3,4) Micelles completely 

penetrate both analyte zones, A1 migrating on its forehead preconcentrated, separated from A2. Adopted 

from [43] 

 

The theoretical calculations and predictions of sweeping were investigated in 

several papers. Quirino and Terabe [43, 44] predicted narrowing factor of analyte zone 

in considerable homogenous electric field as 1/(1+k), where k  is partition coefficient 

of analyte in presence of micelles. When sweeping preconcentration is combined with 

stacking (analyte zone does not containing any charged micelles thus its conductivity is 

lower), theoretical description becomes even more complicated, because both analytes 

as well as micelles are preconcentrated on the stacking boundary [57, 58]. Quirino [59] 

also showed possibility of calculating preconcentration factor for sweeping when 

utilizing complexation agent such as borate instead of micelles, when knowing complex 
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stability constant and electrophoretic mobility of complex. In some works, insight to 

sweeping process was brought by numerical simulations. Breadmore et al.[60] used 

software GENTRANS for numerical simulations of EKC with sweeping process. 

GENTRANS was later utilized for simulations of enantioseparations in EKC with 

neutral CD by Thormann et al.[61] and revealed that stacking phenomena occur in CD 

containing electrolyte.  

Although sweeping is efficient and specific online preconcentration technique, it 

is mostly coupled only with UV detection. Coupling sweeping with conductivity 

detection is sort of difficult task, because when employing multiply charged compounds 

as micelles and cyclodextrins in different zones in BGE, it can make interpretation of 

conductivity detection signal quite difficult. Signal response of conductivity detection is 

not only proportional to the concentration of analyte itself, but also to concentrations 

and mobilities of all compounds in the analyte zone [62]. Thus, only few works, 

utilizing other preconcentration techniques such as stacking [63-65] or pH junction [66] 

featuring conductivity detection have been reported so far. 

 

1.3.2. Dynamic pH junction 

Dynamic pH junction utilizes changes of ionization state of analytes due to the 

pH differences in the capillary. This online preconcentration technique was first 

introduced in CE by Aebersold and Morrison [67] and its theoretical description was 

later expanded by Britz-McKibbin et al.[68-70]. Cao's group published numerous 

theoretical and practical studies on moving reaction boundary, which are summarized in 

published review [71]. Development and applications of pH junction preconcentration 

technique over last years is compiled in the review of Kazarian [72] and also in the 

series of Breadmore reviews [36-42]. 

While conceptually very simple, the precise mechanism of dynamic pH junction 

is quite complicated. The general mechanism involved in this type of preconcentration 

is based on a difference in the pH between the sample and electrolyte (or two different 

electrolytes with different pH). It is also necessary, that mobility of analytes targeted for 

preconcentration must change when analyte moves from one pH to another. Figure 3 

shows the mechanism of dynamic pH junction of peptides and proteins with different 
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isoelectric points (pI) using sample with low pH and BGE with high pH, with 

electroosmotic flow (EOF) present as well, similar to works of Monton et al.[73] and 

Imami et al.[74]. Large plug of sample in the BGE of low pH is introduced into 

capillary as depicted at step 1. At low pH proteins bear positive charge and upon 

application of voltage (step 2), they migrate towards cathode. Once they encounter the 

high pH BGE, the positively charged proteins become negatively charged in it and 

migration is reversed towards anode. At this boundary, peptides become focused into 

sharp thus more concentrated zones. After some time (that depends on length of injected 

zone and BGE components), low sample pH is titrated with surrounding high BGE and 

proteins are separated in the normal capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) and brought to 

detector by EOF (step 3). The same approach is applicable also for weak electrolyte 

analyte. In such cases, the direction of electromigration is not reversed on pH boundary 

as in ampholyte cases, but the velocity of target analyte is reduced and it can be focused 

and preconcentrated [75]. 

 

Figure 3. Model of pH junction mechanism for proteins. (1) Sample of proteins is injected into capillary 

in low pH BGE, rest of the capillary is filled with high pH BGE. (2) Voltage is turned on, peptides are 

preconcentrated on the pH boundary between two buffers. (3) pH boundary dissipates thus peptides 

migrate freely to anode, EOF drags everything to cathode and detector. Adopted from [73]. 

 

While the difference of pH on the boundary is one of the main parameters of the 

pH junction, there are other parameters important for successful preconcentration, such 
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as duration, speed and migration direction of the boundary [75-77]. All these parameters 

depend on composition of both sample and BGE. The concentration of the ions in the 

sample, its pH and the pKa of compounds in the sample matrix determine its buffering 

capacity and the amount of sample matrix that must be titrated by the BGE for the 

boundary to dissipate. Determining migration direction of boundary is also quite 

complicated, because it relies on movement of all compounds, their mobilities and pKa 

values as has been shown by Cao et al. [78-81]. 

As was mentioned above, pH discontinuity is usually induced by injecting 

analyte in a sample matrix which have different constituents and different pH. These 

systems are usually specifically designed for targeted analyte. Most common buffers 

used for pH junction are borate buffer as a BGE and acetate, phosphate or formate 

buffer as the sample matrix solution, because of their suitable properties (like their high 

electrophoretic mobility, thus fast titration of their zone)[72]. In several reports, authors 

used same component for both sample matrix and BGE for pH junction 

preconcentration. These simplifications of pH junction preconcentration were utilized to 

simulate dynamics of such boundaries [75], describe their movement [82] or to couple 

CE with MS [74]. In some of these works [75, 82, 83], pH difference between BGE and 

sample matrix is caused by having pH of BGE around pKa of weak acid (standard 

buffer solution), while injecting sample with matrix containing salt of the same weak 

acid or over-titrated salt in favor of the base. From the simulations of preconcentration 

system, the relationship between velocities of analytes and pH boundary are given to 

achieve maximum focusing efficiency. The influence of the sample matrix pH on 

focusing performance was experimentally investigated when optimizing the CE-MS 

method for four peptides mixture [74].  

 

1.3.3. Capillary isoelectric focusing  

Another way to introduce linear smooth pH gradient along the whole capillary 

length, is method called isoelectric focusing (IEF). Isoelectric focusing , similarly to 

dynamic pH junction, also preconcentrate analytes, but its main purpose is a separation 

of ampholytes, especially proteins and peptides [84]. It is often used for characterization 

of biological samples, determination of protein samples purity or even determination of 
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pI values of proteins. Capillary isoelectric focusing (cIEF) combines high resolving 

power of gel IEF with quantitation advantage of CE instrumentation. When electric 

potential is applied along the capillary, hundreds of carrier ampholytes with different pI 

form a stable pH gradient along the whole capillary. In this pH gradient the proteins are 

separated according to their isoelectric points and become focused at position, where 

their net charge is zero i.e. pH = pI. When focused protein get out of the zone by 

diffusion, reversal of its charge returns it into focusing position, due to that cIEF gives 

higher resolving power than classical CE separation [85]. However, to successfully 

determine pI of focused proteins in cIEF, its pH gradient needs to be characterized. For 

characterization of gradient and determination of pI of focused proteins, concept of pI 

marker was introduced [86]. 

Compounds employed in IEF as carrier ampholytes should be amphoteric 

compound with both pKa values close to each other, thus forming stable pH gradient 

with sufficient buffering capacity and conductivity [87, 88]. For pI markers, the 

requirements are even more strict: they have to have suitable UV absorption band (ideal 

absorption at 280 nm, because that is wavelength used in most protein studies); having 

good focusing power defined by –dz/d(pH) (differential of relative charge to differential 

of pH) or small value of ΔpKa; high stability and purity; they also should not have high 

affinity to silanols of capillary wall [89]. Various pI markers were utilized over the 

years differing in the pH range that they cover, in their structure; some of them have 

even fluorescence emission [90-95]. In this manner, it is desired to have set of 

commercially available pI markers covering whole pH range, which are fulfilling 

requirements proposed by Šťastná [89] and have their electrophoretic behavior in IEF 

well-described. 
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2. Objectives of the thesis 

The general aims of this thesis are to describe and clarify some parts of ionic 

effects in separation systems of CE and HILIC mode of HPLC. Further, to propose new 

online preconcentration techniques for CE and characterize them by numerical 

simulation and experiments. 

The particular objectives of the thesis are: 

• proposal of new preconcentration technique based on sweeping with neutral 

sweeping agent and utilization of conductivity detection for this technique 

• utilization of disturbing phenomena of system zones as pH boundaries for pH 

junction type of preconcentration 

• development of freeware that adopts proper theories of ionic strength for 

corrections of pKa constants and limiting mobilities determined by capillary 

electrophoresis 

• investigation of influence of buffer composition on retention of analytes in 

HILIC 

• characterization of new, well-defined, low molecular pI markers for cIEF and 

their utilization for characterization of cIEF gradient by simulations and 

experiments 
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3. Results and discussion  

3.1. New online preconcentration techniques in CE: Papers I; II 

The first part of this thesis is focused on proposal of new online preconcentration 

techniques in CE, their application and characterization by numerical simulations and 

model experiments. The first technique is based on sweeping of charged analytes by 

neutral complexing agent with beneficial use of conductivity detection (Paper I). The 

second technique belongs to pH junction family, but the pH boundaries are formed by 

means of system zones – the phenomena considered mostly as disturbing in CE 

(Paper II).  

Paper I propose online technique where charged analytes are swept due to their 

complexation with neutral cyclodextrin. Conductivity detection is utilized for this 

sweeping technique and its signal enhancement factor is also fully predictable by 

numerical software. Model system demonstrating the method consisted of 

R-flurbiprofen (R-flu) as an analyte and β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) as a neutral sweeping 

agent, both at various concentrations. BGE consisted of TAPS/LiOH 10/5 mM with 

pH = 8.3, where R-flu is fully ionized (weak acid, pKa = 4.17). β-CD as a sweeping 

agent was diluted in the BGE (its concentration varied from 0 – 5 mM), sample 

solutions did not contain any β-CD. Mechanism of proposed method was based on 

migration of fully charged analyte in CD free BGE and then its retardation due to the 

complexation, when migrating into CD containing BGE thus increasing its 

concentration. In real experiments, also EOF had to be considered as depicted on 

scheme of Figure 4. R-flu is dissolved and injected from β-CD free BGE into capillary 

filled also by BGE without cyclodextrin. After injection of R-flu, inlet BGE vial is 

replaced with BGE containing β-CD. When voltage is turned on, R-flu migrates towards 

inlet, penetrating BGE containing β-CD and thus being swept by its interaction with 

CD, while all the solution is being dragged towards detector by the EOF, including 

swept concentrated zone of R-flu.   
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Figure 4. Experimental setup of sweeping of negatively charged analyte R-flu with neutral β-CD with 

positive EOF present. 

 

From the motion equations, the equation for preconcentration factor (parameter 

describing increase of analyte concentration during sweeping) have been derived, see 

equation (10): 𝐹 =  𝜇A − 𝜇CD,eff𝜇A,eff − 𝜇CD,eff                                                 (10) 

where μA is electrophoretic mobility of free analyte and μA,eff is effective electrophoretic 

mobility of analyte in BGE containing CD. Even when CD is neutral and thus should 

not move in electric field, it does, due to the interaction with charged analyte that forms 

a charged complex. This partial mobilization of neutral CD in presence of charged 

analyte is represented by μCD,eff. Both, mobility of analyte in presence of CD and 

mobility of CD in presence of charged analyte can be calculated by equation derived by 

Wren and Rowe [3]:  

𝜇A,eff = 𝜇A + 𝜇ACD ∙ 𝐾as ∙ 𝑐CD1 + 𝐾 ∙ 𝑐CD                                       (11) 

where, µACD is mobility of complex analyte-cyclodextrin, µA is mobility of free analyte, 

cCD is a concentration of cyclodextrin and Kas is complex stability constant. If there is 

sufficient excess of CD, it leads μCD,eff to zero and equation (10) can be simplified and 

defined for maximum preconcentration factor of this method:  
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𝐹 =  𝜇A𝜇A,eff                                                               (12) 

For our model system, where effective electrophoretic mobility of free R-flu in 

the buffer was -24.5·10-9 m2V-1s-1 and effective mobility of R-flu in presence of 5 mM 

β-CD calculated from eq. (11) was -11.9·10-9 m2V-1s-1, the maximum preconcentration 

factor (that corresponds to exact increase of R-Flu concentration) was only 2.05. 

However, the sensitivity of detection could be improved further by utilizing 

conductivity detection. In conductivity detection, signal of analyte depends not only on 

concentration of analyte itself, but on the whole composition of analyte zone i.e. types 

and concentrations of all compounds of BGE in the analyte zone. When analyte passes 

through the β-CD boundary, concentration of all compounds of BGE in analyte zone are 

rearranged, adjusting to the different BGE, which contains β-CD. Total enhancement 

factor of conductivity detection EFtot can be calculated as:  𝐸𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐹 ∙ 𝐸𝐹𝜅                                                     (13) 

where preconcentration factor F describes how much concentration of analyte increases 

and EFκ is conductivity enhancement factor, that describes rearrangement of all 

compounds in analyte zone and its effect of conductivity signal of analyte zone. EFκ is 

predictable by our software PeakMaster 5.3. [96, 97], when recalculating analyte zone 

for BGE containing cyclodextrin. Preconcentration factor F is also predictable, when 

knowing mobilities of targeted analyte and its complex with utilized sweeping agent, 

making total enhancement factor of conductivity predictable as well. To confirm 

predictability of preconcentration and enhancement factors, we calculated both 

preconcentration factors F from equations (10) and (12) and EFκ by using PeakMaster 

5.3. software. With both factors predicted, we have been able to calculate total 

enhancement factor of conductivity detection EFtot. We have compared our predicted 

total conductivity enhancement factors with experimentally obtained ones and also with 

the ones obtained by numerical simulation in Simul 5 Complex software [98, 99]. 

With increasing concentration of β-CD, its effective mobility (µCD,eff) limited to 

zero, enabling simplification of the eq. (10) to the eq. (12). To show suitability of 

simplified equation (12), we have compared calculated values of preconcentration factor 

F, with the values obtained from numerical simulations of Simul 5 Complex and the 

values that were obtained experimentally. When concentration of β-CD as a sweeping 
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agent was 5 mM, we obtained preconcentration factor calculated from eq. (12) with 

value of 2.02 and the one from numerical simulation was 2.01 [100]. Preconcentration 

factor for R-flu system that was obtained experimentally was slightly lower, with value 

of 1.66. This can be caused, by decrease of molar absorption coefficient of R-flu in 

presence of β-CD (this was also experimentally verified). The total enhancement fator, 

EFtot, was calculated from eq. (13), where EFκ is obtained from calculations in 

PeakMaster 5.3 and preconcentration factor F was obtained from equation (12) with 

theoretical values.  Calculated values of EFtot were in a good agreement with 

experimentally obtained ones (experimental values were obtained from signal to noise 

ratio of system with and without sweeping), showing good predictability of not only 

preconcentration factor, but also conductivity enhancement factor of this method.  

This online preconcentration method was also utilized for real drug sample, Strepfen 

pastille. Strepfen pastille have declared content of 8.75 mg of flurbiprofen as active 

pharmaceutical ingredient. Strepfen was diluted in the buffer, filtrated and injected as a 

sample without any further sample pre-treatment. We have compared analysis of real 

stepfen sample with and without preconcentration, demonstrating efficiency of 

conductivity enhancement. Flubiprofen signal on conductivity detection in system 

without sweeping was bellow limit of detection, showing significant improvement of 

conductivity signal when sweeping is present. 

Further, it was observed that, when analyte is penetrating through the CD 

boundary and being swept, another set of system zones is being induced [100]. System 

zones are rather disturbing phenomena, because they can be misinterpreted as peaks of 

analytes or comigrate with them and cause their unexpected broadening. For this reason, 

the origin of the new set of system zones may be worrying, but we revealed that their 

mobilities are the same as the mobilities of the original system zones. Thus, the position 

of the system zone in electropherogram can be easily predicted which prevents wrong 

data interpretation.   

In the Paper II the system zones were even utilized for selective analyte 

preconcentration. Because system zones are disturbances in BGE components 

concentration, they have different pH and conductivity then BGE itself, thus they can be 

utilized as pH boundaries for preconcentration of weak analytes. System zones are 

inherent to each electrophoretic system, and their number is always equal to the number 
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of BGE components. They have their own electrophoretic mobilities, system mobilities 

or eigenmobilities, which are given by the composition of entire BGE, including OH- 

and H3O+ ions. [101].  

In binary buffers of pH below 5 and above 9, one of the system zones migrates 

with certain electrophoretic mobility while the second one is stationary, having zero 

mobility. Their amplitude depends on initial disturbance of BGE i.e. on the composition 

of sample injected. Thus, when carefully designed the electrophoretic system can have 

system zones position (velocity or mobility) and the size (amplitude of pH change) 

suitable for preconcentration of target analyte. Our PeakMaster 5.4 software is a 

powerful tool for such designing [8, 9]. Scheme of preconcentration by moving system 

zone boundary is depicted on Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Model of moving system zone boundary preconcentration. In the upper part, analyte is 

injected into capillary from the sample matrix suitable for preconcentration. In the middle part, voltage is 

turned on and analyte and system comigrate towards outlet. Analyte have higher mobility than moving 

system zone, but due to its pH disturbance is unable to pass thru it and gets preconcentrated behind 

it - bottom part.  

 

First, to show preconcentration on moving system zone boundary, we chose 

p-cresol (weak acid, pKa = 10.96) as model analyte. To achieve preconcentration of 

p-cresol, buffer with pH close to its pKa – Triethylamine (TEA)/HCl 60/40 mM, 

pH = 10.62 (pH of buffer close to p-cresol pKa is to have steep dependence of mobility 

of p-cresol on pH) was used. It was calculated in PeakMaster that this buffer has two 
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system zones with mobilities of 0 and -8.09·10-9m2V-1s-1 and the p-cresol is faster in the 

buffer than the moving system zone, having the mobility of –9.81·10-9m2V-1s-1. 

However, with proper amplitude (i.e. disturbance of pH in the system zone) p-cresol is 

slower in the system zone and is unable to migrate thru it, thus being stuck behind it and 

preconcentrated. To achieve this, sample composition necessary for p-cresol 

preconcentration was calculated by PeakMaster in “Amplitudes and shapes” window. To 

fulfil the rule, that amplitude of system zone must be sufficient to retardate p-cresol in 

it, within few iterations in Peakmaster we chose sample composition of TEA/HCl 

60/60 mM. With this sample composition, the stationary system zone had only 

negligible disturbance in the pH compared to BGE (thus stationary system zone doesn’t 

interfere in preconcentration process) and moving system zone had pH disturbance of 

few units of pH. This obeys the rule, that p-cresol is in buffer itself faster than system 

zone, but in the system zone itself p-cresol gets protonated and is unable to migrate thru 

zone and being preconcentrated behind it. Suitability of this system for preconcentration 

of p-cresol was confirmed by numerical simulations in Simul 5 Complex and also 

experimentally (Figures 2 and 5 in paper II) [102]. 

Not only moving system zones were utilized for analyte preconcentration, but 

also the stationary ones were utilized as well. Because the mobile system zones are 

present only in acidic or basic pH in binary buffers, in pH range 5-9 we employed 

stationary system zones for analyte preconcentration. The idea behind stationary system 

zone preconcentration is slightly different compared to moving system zone 

preconcentration. To achieve preconcentration of analyte on stationary system zone, 

selected buffer should have pH, where targeted analyte has zero or almost zero 

electrophoretic mobility. While pH disturbance of stationary system zone should have 

pH where analyte is ionized as much as possible. Thus, when analyte migrates out of the 

stationary system zone i.e. its injection zone, it slows down and is preconcentrated. 

As a model analyte for preconcentration on stationary system zone, we chose 

p-nitrophenol (weak acid, pKa = 7.15). BGE consisted of MES/LiOH 50/20 mM, 

pH = 5.86 with two stationary system zones present. In this buffer, p-nitrophenol has 

mobility of -1.60·10-9m2V-1s-1. We utilized two sample matrix concentrations, 

MES/LiOH 5/5 mM and 50/50 mM, where pH disturbance of one of the stationary 

system zones was around +5.8 units of pH. Two sample matrixes were utilized, because 
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in sample matrix with concentrations of 5/5 mM there is also stacking phenomena 

present, that contributes synergistically to overall p-nitrophenol preconcentration 

(Figures 4 and 7 in paper II) [103]. In the sample matrix with concentrations of 

50/50 mM destacking phenomena is present, which causes the opposite effect – 

broadening of the analyte peak. Systems with two different sample matrixes were 

simulated by Simul 5 Complex software and measured by means of experiment to show 

their preconcentration potential. From all the results it was noticeable that when analyte 

was injected from sample matrix of MES/LiOH 5/5 mM the synergy of system zone 

preconcentration and the stacking gives the highest preconcentration factor of 9.  When 

sample matrix of MES/LiOH 50/50 mM was used, preconcentration factor only about 4 

was observed due to destacking effect.  

This newly proposed preconcentration method was also utilized for the selective 

preconcetration of two structurally similar ampholytes with pKa values close to each 

other: 4-aminophenylacetic acid (APAA, pI = 4.24) and 4-aminophenylbutyric acid 

(APBA, pI = 4.73). This selective preconcentration was achieved on moving system 

zones as pI values of both ampholytes are between 4-5, while around pH 4 one of the 

system zones in binary buffers starts to migrate. We designed system for selective 

preconcentration of each one of the ampholytes next to each other. Buffers consisting of 

formic acid/LiOH were utilized, varying only in their concentrations. Mechanism of 

APAA or APBA preconcentration was very similar to the one for p-cresol. However, 

both are ampholytes and when utilizing moving system zone preconcentration, they 

bear opposite charge in the system zone itself, changing its migration direction.  

However, sometimes finding right buffer and sample composition for system zone 

preconcentration is not straightforward and all the rules are not that easy to follow. 

From the authors knowledge of designing such systems, flow chart have been 

constructed. It is presented in the paper and it helps user to design such preconcentration 

systems for routine analysis in the analytical practice.   
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3.2. Ionic strength corrections in determinations of pKa and limiting 

mobilities by capillary zone electrophoresis: Paper III 

The second part of this thesis focuses mainly on description and characterization 

of ionic effects in separation systems, mainly CE and HILIC. CE mechanism is easier to 

describe mathematically compared to HILIC, where such description is not possible. In 

CE, the theories of ionic strength influence on activity coefficients and molar 

conductivities (thus limiting mobilities) have already been developed and improved 

over the years, see chapter 1.1. We utilized those theories and implemented them into 

software we called AnglerFish. We have demonstrated its advantages compared to 

standard approaches by correcting of measured pKa and limiting mobilities for ionic 

strength. 

The theoretical equations of Debye-Hückel and Onsager-Fuoss laws (in chapter 

1.1.) were implemented in computer program AnglerFish, that performs proper 

physico-chemical corrections of pKa and limiting mobilities evaluated by CE 

measurements with these equations. Measured ionic mobilities of compound for 

evaluation of pKa and limiting mobilities in exact buffers of know pH are an input into 

AnglerFish program. However, for proper correction by Onsager-Fuoss theory, exact 

buffer composition (pKa and limiting mobilities of buffering compounds) needs to be 

considered as well as they are part of the theory.  This rather complicated input is 

simplified by the fact that Hirokawa’s [104] database is also part of AnglerFish 

program, having values of pKa and limiting mobilities of most of the buffering 

compounds in it. The last piece of input, that AnglerFish needs for fitting of data, are 

initial estimates of fitted pKa values and limiting mobilities, so the algorithm of 

AnglerFish knows around what values of fitted parameters to expect. Estimates of 

corrected values should be always higher than the measured ionic mobilities, since ionic 

strength effect lowers (in absolute) values of electrophoretic mobilities. With all above, 

AnglerFish can perform nonlinear regression of experimental parameters by Debye-

Hückel and Onsager-Fuoss laws, see input window of Anglerfish on Figure 6. As results 

are obtained thermodynamic parameters corrected for zero ionic strength, providing also 

residuals and another effective mobilities calculated from resulting pKa and limiting 

mobilities for each value.  
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Figure 6. Input window of AnglerFish. In left corner are input of utilized buffer and measured mobilities. 

Upper middle window contains initial estimates of limiting mobilities and pKas (based on measured 

values). Bottom window shows dependence of experimentally measured mobilities of measured 

compounds (GMP) on pH. 

 

Having whole buffer composition as an input parameter offers another advantage 

besides proper Onsager-Fuoss correction and that is possibility of having different ionic 

strength in each buffer for the measured dependence for the compound of interest. In 

standard approach for evaluating pKa constants and limiting mobilities, it is obligatory 

to keep ionic strength constant, because dependence of effective mobilities on pH have 

to be fitted by proper curve (where ionic strength is constant) and then values of pKa 

and ionic mobilities obtained by the fit are corrected by some simplified version of 

above mentioned laws [11-13]. In case of AnglerFish fitting this is no longer obligatory, 

because in Onsager-Fuoss theory (equation (6)), whole buffer setup is in input thus 

dependency of effective mobilities on buffer composition is fitted.  

In Paper III we have compared obtained values of pKa values and limiting 

mobitilities for multiply charged compound such as guanosine monophosphate (GMP) 

showing another advantage of this approach and that is the fact it considers so called 

“mixture effect”. Mixture effect influences effective mobilities of compounds based on 

the actual measured buffer composition (mobilities and pKa of the compounds in the 
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buffer), even when pH and ionic strength are constant. This effect is more significant 

for multiply charged compounds such as GMP. In pH around 12, where effective 

mobility of GMP is already almost constant (when ionic strength is kept constant), its 

absolute value can still change due to this mixture effect (for exaple changing buffering 

ions in the buffer i.e. swapping lithium for potassium or changing buffer composition). 

The mixture effect of fast hydroxide ions speeds up the negative GMP3– ions, so their 

mobility is increases due to it. This is well recognized by AnglerFish and the fitted 

points lie close to experimental points at high pH around 12, while classical approach 

could not precisely fit such values. Another advantage of AnglerFish approach is, that in 

more acidic or alkaline pH, ionic strength could not be kept constant anymore due to the 

higher concentration of H3O+ or OH- ions. This is also considered in AnglerFish fitting, 

demonstrating lower standard deviances (and having fitted points close to experimental 

points as well) on AnglerFish fitting approach compared to classical approach. The only 

limitation observed was the value of ionic strength itself as it is also the limitation of 

both theories as well. However, when measuring pKa and limiting mobilities, the ionic 

strength is kept rather low to prevent joule heating.  

 

3.3. Effect of cation type on retention mechanism in hydrophilic liquid 

interaction chromatography: Paper IV 

Ionic effects in HILIC are more complex compared to CE due to the overall 

complexity of HILIC separation mechanism. Variety of different stationary phases, 

buffers and their concentrations used in mobile phase and difference in structure of 

separated analytes prevents from creation of general mathematical model, describing 

HILIC separation mechanism and the ionic effects that are influencing it. As was 

mentioned in chapter 1.2., the influence of buffer composition on HILIC separation 

mechanism is usually described experimentally. 

We have performed study to clarify ionic effects on two selected stationary 

phases in HILIC. For this study we chose TSK gel Amide-80 (amide column) and 

Kromasil 60-5Sil (silica column) both same size (250 × 4.6 mm) and the same size of 

the particles (5 μm), to have results fully comparable. Two volume ratios of mobile 

phases were utilized for this study, having ACN/buffer 90/10 and 80/20. Various types 
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of buffers and concentrations were utilized. Buffers were always composed of acetic 

acid as a buffering anion and the buffer cation was variable (Li+, NH4
+, triethylamine 

(TEA), 2-Amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)propane-1,3-diol (Tris)), also concentration of both 

compounds was varying (as a variation of ionic strength of buffer). pH of buffer was 

kept always at 4, the only parameters that were changing were ionic strength of buffer 

and type of its cation. Different types of analytes were measured i.e. native amino acids 

(tyrosine, tryptophan, phenylalanine), their N-blocked versions (tert-butyloxycarbonyl, 

t-BOC), and various dipeptides. Retention of all analytes was studied with 

correspondence to utilized mobile and stationary phase.  

First, the retention of native and N-blocked amino acids was studied. Most 

retained compound on both stationary phases was tyrosine as it is also the most polar 

one, while all N-blocked amino acid were much less retained compared to nonblocked 

ones. Correlation between polarity and retention was observed for amino acids on silica 

stationary phase. However, on the amide column tryptophan eluted before 

phenylalanine and this stationary phase showed higher retention of all N-blocked amino 

acids showing more complex retention mechanism on this stationary phase. From the 

obtained data it was shown that with increasing ionic strength of utilized buffer, 

retention of all N-blocked amino acids on both stationary phases in all type of mobile 

phases also increases. In this case, higher ionic strength of buffer enabled better 

transition of these analytes into water layer near the stationary phase by increase in 

solvation of those analytes. For both stationary phases, buffers containing Tris cation 

gave the highest retention. This is related to the structure of Tris, which contains three 

hydroxyl groups and one amino group, while the other cations have only one hydroxyl 

or amino group. For the native amino acids, influence of ionic strength of buffer on their 

retention was not that straight forward. Their retention increased, decreased or even did 

not change with increasing buffer concentration. In addition, we also tested buffers 

containing Ba2+ as a cation, having the same pH and ionic strength as other buffers. 

Previously it was shown that barium cations in the mobile phase caused increase in 

retention of some binaphthyl atropisomers. [105] Much higher retention for native and 

N-blocked amino acids was observed for both stationary phases, compared to other 

buffers. This is probably due to the sorption of barium cations on stationary phase, 

enabling ion-exchange mechanism to take a place as well. 
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Nonblocked dipeptides showed significantly lower retention compared to native 

amino acids. This is probably due to their lower polarity and bigger molecule size. 

Blocked analogues of dipeptides had similar retention to the blocked amino acids. 

Similar trend as for the amino acids was observed for the dipeptides, where buffers 

containing Tris gave highest retention on both columns. The retention behaviour of 

dipeptides differed for each of the columns. On the amide stationary phase, increasing 

buffer concentration resulted in increased retention for all utilized buffers except TEA, 

where it did not change with increasing concentration. While TEA buffers on silica 

columns showed opposite trend, decreasing retention with buffer concentration. This 

can be due to the fact, that TEA cation is able to compete for negatively charged sites 

on stationary phase and silica stationary phase have more of these than amide 

derivatized stationary phase. Opposite trend was observed for all other buffers with 

dipeptides. Also, barium as a cation was utilized for dipeptide retention measurements, 

showing again increase in retention for all dipeptides compared to other buffers. 

Moreover, retention of nonblocked dipeptides was for barium buffers higher than the 

native amino acids under these conditions, what is reversed in comparison with other 

tested buffers. 

The results suggest that using different types and concentration of buffers in the 

mobile phase could be utilized to tune the retention of complex mixtures of analytes in 

HILIC separation mode. 

 

3.4. Characterization and utilization of new set of pI markers for 

isoelectric focusing: Paper V 

Paper V proposes new set of 14 commercially available or easily prepared pI 

markers with well-defined structure and adequate purity for IEF. These markers cover 

range of pH gradient in the 3 < pH < 10 range and contain no more than two acidic and 

two basic functional groups. pKa and pI values of these markers were first predicted by 

SPARC [106] and Chemsketch [107] software to have some initial estimates for pI of 

each marker to cover whole pH gradient. Electrophoretic mobilities in dependence on 

pH were measured experimentally to obtain precise values of pKa constants and 

electrophoretic mobilities for each of selected pI markers. However, to obtain 
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thermodynamically correct values of pKa and limiting electrophoretic mobilities, these 

values needed to be corrected to zero ionic strength. For this purpose, we utilized our 

new software AnglerFish, that is subject of Paper III (see chapter 3.2) and adopts proper 

correction of these values by Debye-Hückel and Onsager-Fuoss theories. 

The characterized markers were used in a cIEF experiment to trace the shape of 

the pH gradient obtained with the SH AES carrier ampholyte mixture in a CEInfinite 

instrument (Advanced Electrophoresis Solutions, Cambridge, ON, Canada). However, 

from all of the 14 characterized markers in total, only 12 of them were detected as the 

CEInfinite instrument utilizes UV scanning at wavelength of 280 nm, where glycyl-

histidine and 3-methylhistidine do not absorb. From obtained position of each marker 

with known value of pI the shape of pH gradient created of SH AES carrier ampholyte 

mixture was shown (Figure 3 in paper V) [108].  

Since we have obtained not only pKas of each marker, but also limiting 

electrophoretic mobilities of each marker, we have studied their focusing behavior by 

numerical simulations of whole IEF gradient in Simul 5 Complex. IEF gradient for 

simulations consisted of phosphoric acid and LiOH as anolyte and catholyte 

respectively. Middle part of gradient contained 181 uni-univalent hypothetical carrier 

ampholytes with increasing values of pKa, starting from an anionic pKa of 3.5 to an 

anionic pKa of 10.8 with pKa = 1 between the anionic and cationic forms, and a pKa 

step of 0.0406 for each following ampholyte. Their cationic and anionic mobilities were 

set to 20 m.u. and their concentrations were 0.01 mM. The applied voltage for 

formation of gradient was 100 V for 3000 s. Results from the simulations showed that 

two of the markers (3-methylhistidine and labetalol) had wider peaks after their 

focusing compared to the other markers. This was since their ΔpKa was higher 

compared to the other markers, showing importance of this value as a parameter for pI 

marker selection. 

Shape of pH gradient obtained from measurements with pI markers was compared 

with simulations, showing very good agreement in its middle linear part with slight 

deviations on its edges. These nonlinearities observed in experimentally obtained shape 

of pH gradient were caused by bidirectional isotachophoretic process[109] that always 

accompanies IEF measurements. 
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4. Conclusion 

First part of this thesis was focused on theoretical description and proposal of new 

online preconcentration techniques in CE. We proposed two new online 

preconcentration techniques in this thesis. First one was based on sweeping of charged 

analytes with neutral complexing agent and the second one was based on focusing on 

pH boundaries induced by system zones. For the sweeping with neutral complexing 

agent technique, we derived theoretical equations, predicting its preconcentration factor 

and compared calculated values with experimental and simulated ones. We have 

utilized conductivity detection for the sweeping for the first time and shown, that 

conductivity detection signal is also enhanced for this technique and it is also fully 

predictable by means of theoretical calculations. This method was then utilized for 

preconcentration of active pharmaceutical ingredient in real drug sample. The second 

proposed method showed that system zones in CE, which are considered mostly as 

disturbing phenomena, can be utilized for selective analyte preconcentration. It was 

shown, that both types of system zones, stationary and moving, can be utilized for 

analyte preconcentration. Mechanism of these preconcentrations was described by 

means of numerical simulations and experiments on various types of analytes. The 

method developed was then utilized for selective preconcentration of two structurally 

similar ampholytes. Flow chart guiding on how design such preconcentration systems 

was constructed. 

Second part of this thesis was keen on ionic effects in CE and HILIC mode of HPLC. 

For CE, already developed theory of Onsanger-Fuoss and Debye-Hückel were 

implemented into new software AnglerFish. This software enables fitting of dependence 

of effective electrophoretic mobilities on pH for all type of compounds with proper 

correction of fitted values on zero ionic strength of solution. It was shown that another 

advantage of this approach is that ionic strength does not need to be constant parameter 

anymore, enabling measurement in highly acidic or alkaline solutions. The limitation 

that is absolute value of ionic strength of solutions of this approach is discussed, 

showing applicability of this approach to ionic strength of 20 mM. The study of ionic 

effects in HILIC separation mode proved the influence of cation type and its 

concentration in the mobile phase buffers on the retention of amino acids, dipeptides 

and their N-blocked analogues. From all the buffering cation tested, it was showed that 
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NH4
+ cation gave lowest shift of retention with its increasing concentration. On the 

other hand, triethylamine gave the lowest retention for all tested analytes on both 

stationary phases, due to its possible competitive interaction with stationary phase, 

while the other buffering cations gave opposite results. In this work, it was 

demonstrated how utilization of different types and concentration of buffers forming the 

mobile phase could be exploited to tune the retention of analytes in HILIC mode, 

especially when more complex mixtures are analyzed. 

Last paper of this thesis was devoted to development of new set of pI markers for 

isoelectric focusing. We have found 14 easily obtainable small molecules with well-

defined structure, fulfilling all the requirements for pI marker. These compounds were 

then characterized by means of determination of their pKa and limiting mobility values. 

Determined pKas and limiting mobilities were corrected via AnglerFish software, 

obtained true thermodynamic constants. Set of obtained pI markers was utilized in 

experiments and numerical simulations for characterization of pH gradient within 

isoelectric focusing, showing good agreement, except highly acidic and alkaline pH part 

of the gradient due to bidirectional isotachophoretic process. 
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